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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The paper provides a detailed review regarding the treatment challenges of cetuximab combined 

with chemotherapy in the management of patients suffering from metastatic CRC.  It is brief and 

well written. Existing treatment regimes are reviewed against current challenges. Text is free of flaws. 

Table and figure legends need attention.  Table 1. OS and PFS should be the order in the table as 

they appear from left to right columns. Are Os and PFS expressed in years? Indeed yes, please  

indicate in the table legend: i.e., OS (yrs) and PFS (yrs). N stands for? Number of patients 

followed-up (N). What is phase? Clinical trial phase or patient management phase? Please define in 

legend.  Figure 1. The Y-axis denotes progress in time. What are the names to this?  Figure 2. Bar 

graphs width to be increased. Almost difficult to interpretate. Y-axis? Define and elaborate figure 

caption. Is this percentage survival or the average % of patients suffering from a certain side-effect? 
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